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Concepts addressed: Industrialization, population expansion, and urbanization  
 

1. Background to Industrialization  
A. Enclosure movement (esp. in England) - increased ability of landholders to farm for profit, 

gain liquidity necessary for development of investment capital  
B. Displacement of poor farmers from land, improved ago productivity allowed for increased 

urban/non-farm population  
C. The Scientific Revolution - better grasp of physics, experimental approach toward learning 

suited for practical applications  
D. Development of commercial infrastructure (national banks, cities, print)  
E. Access to rivers, sources of hydropower  

2. Industrialization  
A. First in England then spread to continent, but in various ways  
B. James Watt and an efficient steam engine provided power  
C. Textile factories with mechanized looms, yarn makers, etc.  

1. Opened in areas near water and not always near established cities - absorbed rural 
labor  

2. "Putting out system" - middleman gave supplies/work to families  
3. Factories - labor and materials brought together for efficiencies of scale  

D. Exploitation of new, unskilled labor groups (i.e. women, children) - Unemployment, protests 
of skilled men - ego  

E. Theory of capitalism - Adam Smith's "invisible hand" theory of supply/ demand if 
competition unfettered  

F. Railroad development - improved transportation, communications  
G. Industrialization applied to other businesses (porcelain, steel/coal, etc.)  
H. "Second" Industrialization in late 19th century tied to chemicals, electrical industry - 

Germany emerged as industrial power  
3. Effects of industrialization  

A. Britain emerged as leading political, social, and economic power of 19th century  
B. Pollution - use of coal, production of smoke/fumes; water pollution  
C. Development of slums, new forms of unemployment (cyclical)  
D. Emergence of labor union movement and labor legislation - eventual development of 

political parties (Labor in England, Social Democrats elsewhere) tied to working class 
E. Migration from rural to urban/industrial areas led to changes in family 
F. Access to greater variety and cheaper clothing, dishes/cutlery, etc. improved quality of life - 

but extreme poverty also became endemic even among able-bodied  
G. Increasing pressures for mass democracy/universal manhood suffrage given contributions of 

workers to national productivity even though they owned no property  
H. Emphasis on technological innovation steadily growing  
I. Distancing from nature - ability to control and re-shape it for human use  

4. Population Growth  
B. Slow recovery from Black Death to mid-18th century with some famines/pandemics in particular 

localities  
C. Little change in agricultural productivity or techniques until mid-18th century  
D. "Agricultural Revolution" led to much higher productivity on less land 
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E. By 19th century, slowly improving sanitary conditions in cities meant better survival rates (though 
mortality still higher than in rural areas)  

F. Move to urban areas altered demographics - but family sizes tended to stabilize by 20th century  
G. Surge in population associated with better food, somewhat better medicine, more scientific 

knowledge about disease/sanitation  
H. Thomas Malthus - wrote in midst of first jump in population (c.1800)  

1. Population will grow until some catastrophe (famine, etc.) happens that will bring 
the population back down to size  

2. Assumed that people will reproduce as much as they can given access to food and 
housing - Malthus proven wrong as education, urban lifestyles, etc. led European 
middle class to limit family size voluntarily  

5. Urbanization  
A. Enormous growth in already established European cities, esp. London then in later 19th century 

Berlin, Paris, etc.  
B. Emergence of new cities due to industry - ego Manchester and Birmingham in England; cities in 

northeastern France  
C. New patterns of marriage, family (more nuclear due to lack of living space in urban 

apartments/homes)  
D. Access to cultural institutions for professionals  
E. Opera, orchestras, vaudeville, theater  
F. Reading rooms gave access to newspapers  
G. Development of police forces and detective bureaus  
H. Abetted development of statistics - people in one locale to study by means of data  


